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A daring escape. A race against time. Locked in with a vicious, relentless killer. Can John save the life of the
woman he loves? The stakes have never been higher. Success seems impossible. Failure unimaginable.
Behold what happens beneath the Blood Moon!A Suspenseful Mystery Adventures with one of crime fiction's
most fascinating and unique detectives.JOHN JORDAN'S LATEST ADVENTURE-- in the popular, award-
winning, and critically-acclaimed series.
Ex-cop turned Prison Chaplain John Jordan is one of crime fiction's most original heroes, and his creator,
Michael Lister is one of the genre's freshest voices" PJ Parish."Michael Lister may be the author of the most
unique series running in mystery fiction. It crackles with tension and authenticity." Michael Connelly
"Eerie and cinematic, classic whodunits with thoroughly modern sensibilities. John Jordan manages to be
deeply flawed yet utterly appealing. Lister, with his gift for exploring the nuances of human relationships,
creates a vivid and multi-faceted supporting cast, each character finely-wrought, each portrayal unflinching.
Suspenseful, complex and original, page-turners with a soul." Lisa Unger
"Michael Lister writes one of the most ambitious and unusual crime fiction series going. In his unique voice,
Lister examines human beings' responses to a fundamentally inhuman situation. Not for the faint of heart, it's
Heart of Darkness meets The Shawshank Redemption. Read this book and see what crime fiction is capable
of." Julia Spencer-Fleming
Michael Koryta says, "If you like crime writing with depth, suspense, and sterling prose, you should be
reading Michael Lister."
The Florida Book Review says that "Vintage Michael Lister is poetic prose, exquisitely set scenes, characters
who are damaged and faulty"
"Michael Lister is a giant talent with a unique vision. His landmark John Jordan Mystery series is a treasure
of contemporary literature." Florida Weekly
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From reader reviews:

Dolores Parker:

Do you considered one of people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained within the straightway,
hold on guys this particular aren't like that. This Blood Moon book is readable through you who hate those
perfect word style. You will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience
without leaving even decrease the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer of Blood Moon content
conveys the thought easily to understand by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in the
content but it just different in the form of it. So , do you continue to thinking Blood Moon is not loveable to
be your top collection reading book?

William Farley:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray an individual, why because this Blood Moon reserve written by well-
known writer we are excited for well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who read the
book. Written with good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and producing skill only for eliminate
your own personal hunger then you still skepticism Blood Moon as good book not merely by the cover but
also by the content. This is one reserve that can break don't judge book by its cover, so do you still needing
yet another sixth sense to pick that!? Oh come on your studying sixth sense already said so why you have to
listening to yet another sixth sense.

Eddie Patten:

In this particular era which is the greater particular person or who has ability in doing something more are
more valuable than other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple method to have that.
What you are related is just spending your time little but quite enough to possess a look at some books. On
the list of books in the top listing in your reading list is actually Blood Moon. This book and that is qualified
as The Hungry Inclines can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking right up and review this
publication you can get many advantages.

Jonathan Hickman:

As a university student exactly feel bored in order to reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the
library or even make summary for some e-book, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's
soul or real their passion. They just do what the trainer want, like asked to the library. They go to at this time
there but nothing reading really. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring in addition to can't
see colorful images on there. Yeah, it is to get complicated. Book is very important to suit your needs. As we
know that on this period, many ways to get whatever we really wish for. Likewise word says, ways to reach
Chinese's country. Therefore , this Blood Moon can make you sense more interested to read.
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